To: Members of the Voorheesville Planning Commission – Public Hearing on Business
for Good Proposal - June 7, 2022
The introduction to the Voorheesville Zoning Law adopted in 2019 describes these
purposes for the Law: “To maintain the Village’s traditional small-town character, which
includes, but is not limited to well-kept, quaint, peaceful, and quiet neighborhoods,
historic structures, and streetscapes as described in the Village of Voorheesville
Comprehensive Plan.” “To promote walkability, biking, and pedestrian linkages between
all locations within the Village”. “To lessen congestion on streets, roads and highways.”
“To encourage housing options that are affordable for all generations.”
The Business for Good (BFG) proposal presents serious traffic and parking problems for which
no definite solutions have been offered.
Traffic
The BFG traffic report estimates the number of trips during weekday afternoon peak hours using
data that are based upon the square footage of the restaurant. On that basis the report
estimates there will be 48 visits per peak afternoon hour. Another approach used by the Institute
of Transportation Engineers is to use the total number of seats in the restaurant as the basis for
estimating trip volume.
I have sent the Planning Commission data from the same source as that used in the BFG traffic
report, namely the Trip Generation Manual published by The Institute of Transportation
Engineers. The data show that, based upon the number of seats, not square footage, the
proposed BFG restaurant of 150 seats will generate 110 trips per hour during weekday
afternoon peak hours. (see attached Trip Generation Manual 10th edition, volume 2, p.117). To
be specific, the table shows that 0.73 trips will be generated for each seat in the restaurant.
Multiply 0.73 by 150 and you have 110 trips. One hundred ten trips per hour is far more than the
48 trips per hour stated in the BFG consultant traffic report. Given that the tavern/restaurant will
be a drinking establishment it might reasonably be assumed that many patrons will be standing
at the bar or congregating outside. As such, the total number of patrons might well exceed the
number based upon seats alone. Going with the higher estimate of 110 trips would seem to be
reasonable. I am asking the Planning Commission to review this table and provide a reason or
reasons to the public why trip estimates based on square footage (48) is preferable to trip
estimates based upon seats (110).
The BFG consultant traffic report goes on to say that 45 percent of the patrons in the restaurant
would come from people passing by on Main Street on their way to another destination, so
those trips do not represent an increase of traffic caused by the BFG project. In other words,
they are saying that almost half the trips to the restaurant would be from, for example, people
coming from North Main Street to visit grandma in Salem Hills or sportsmen on their way to the
Rod and Gun Club all of whom just happen to drop into the restaurant. This percentage of
pass-by traffic might make sense for a restaurant on Western Avenue which has 20 times the
traffic of Main Street. However, these assumptions are absurd for Voorheesville. The report
does not in any way adjust for the fact that Voorheesville is a small village. As such, it seriously
underestimates the NEW traffic that would be generated by the project.
The BFG traffic consultant should be required to identify the specific data tables used in their
study and explain to us why their data should be used and instead of the data described above.
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Parking
The BFG site plan shows that 83 parking spaces are called for under the standards in the
Zoning Law but only 37 parking spaces are provided for in the proposal.
In the Planning Commission meetings of April and May I referred the Commission to the
Voorheesville Zoning Law (p. 71-2) which addresses the subject of parking spaces and states
as follows: “A written report submitted by an applicant, defining and documenting the feasibility
of an increase or decrease in spaces, shall be prepared by a qualified parking consultant
approved by the Planning Commission. Shared parking and on-street parking shall be
encouraged or may be required by the Planning Commission if feasible alternatives exist.”
Since there is no report from a qualified parking consultant posted on the Village website, I
assume the Planning Commission declined to ask the applicant to produce such a report.
However, there are many questions about parking for which we need answers that a parking
consultant could provide. Let me suggest a few.
What are the current parking needs and problems of businesses and residences on Main
Street? Have all of the potential sources of shared parking been surveyed? Are these parking
sources willing to commit to legal agreements for shared parking arrangements? Is there any
possibility that some of the parking spaces could be dedicated to the BFG project under a paid
arrangement with the applicant? If public parking is to be expanded at the Village Hall and the
Village Park how many spaces, realistically, would be available to BFG - given the current use
of these parking locations, especially in the evenings and on weekends? Have other
communities faced parking problems similar to Voorheesville? What solutions have they come
up with?
Why wouldn’t the Planning Commission be interested in the answers to these questions?
How could the Planning Commission possibly act on the BFG proposal without the answers to
these questions?
Finally, let me address the June 2nd, one page letter from Mr. Frank Fazio, the Voorheesville
Village Storm Water Manager. The letter states in vague terms that the Village is “currently
developing a plan” to increase parking at the Village Hall to 51 spaces. The shortage of parking
spaces for the BFG project has been discussed for four months in Planning Commission
meetings. Now, the day before the Public Hearing, Mr. Fazio’s letter is posted on the Village
website. The letter talks about shared and on-street parking available to BFG patrons. What
study has been done of on-street parking issues? What shared parking arrangements have
been finalized? I have already addressed the issue of competition for parking spaces at the
Village Hall and Park. Certainly not all of the parking space expansion will be available for BFG
patrons. The public has not been given even a rough sketch of where these new spaces will be
located. Nor has there been any discussion on how they will impact on the public’s use of the
Village Park. This is unacceptable.
What should be next steps?


The Planning Commission should require BFG to submit a report by a qualified parking
consultant.



The Planning Commission should not approve any aspect of the BFG proposal including
further demolition requests, until the parking consultant study is completed reviewed and
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commented upon by the public and there is an agreed upon plan that will meet the need
for the parking defined under zoning law standards.


The Planning Commission should require the traffic consultant employed by BFG to
explain its rationale for estimating trips based on restaurant square footage rather than
the number of seats. The consultant should also fully explain its rationale for assuming
that almost half of restaurant patrons would be pass-by traffic.

In sum, as it stands, the BFG proposal would create a high-volume destination restaurant, not a
local restaurant, and create huge traffic and parking problems for which no definite solutions
have been offered. The currently proposed restaurant is on a scale that is totally inconsistent
with the preservation of the character of the Village, which is the stated goal of the Zoning Law.
People can reasonably debate what a plan for Main Street should look like. What is not
debatable is that the requirements of the Zoning Law be followed. What is not debatable is the
right of the public to have all the facts of a proposal placed before it for discussion, not just
those facts that have been cherry-picked by the applicant.
All of the facts are not available and for those facts that have been presented, there has not
been an objective examination. The Planning Commission has more work to do.
Accordingly, I request that the Planning Commission hold this hearing open after tonight to allow
for the receipt of all of the facts and for the opportunity of the public to comment on them.
Thank you.
Steven Schreiber
4 Pleasant St.
Voorheesville, NY 12186
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